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Dear Readers,

This spring turned to be the combo of two – ICC Cricket World Cup & Weddings Season and thus this issue
also composed so! Firstly, we were delighted to be the Official Media Partner of the ONE AND ONLY Montreal
Shaadi Show (3rd edition) and we take great pride in playing the same role since its inception. In this issue we
show our love for the show we are connected with for three years by bringing you the exclusive coverage of
the event as & when it happened.
Syncmag keeping its tradition alive to Sponsor South Asian Shows in Canada exclusively in Montreal & Toronto
and takes pride to announce its Official Partnership with the organizers of another enthralling musical night
which is set to bring you the mesmerizing voice of INDO-PAK- Rahat Fateh Ali Khan the heart throb of two
nations. Get your hands on the details of the event and stay tuned to see the exclusive coverage of the event
in our next issue.
While folding on to more pages have a look on diary of the month to get a sneak peak on some rustic happenings
of the town. Last but not least, on our Sport & Entertainment pages, find the reel review of most anticipated
movie Fast & Furious, tweets & ICC World Cup Winner declaration news & much more.

Happy reading!
Syncmag Team
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Tete A Tete

Quebec Budget 2015: Government Expected To Balance Books

More Questions Than Answers As Parliament
Debates ISIS Mission
Prime Minister Harper is applauded after introducing a motion in the
House of Commons on Tuesday to expand and extend Canada’s
war against ISIS into Syria. The full parliamentary debate takes
place Thursday. Fourteen years ago, then U.S.
president George W. Bush promised to “rid the
world of evil-doers.” He failed spectacularly. On
Thursday, MPs will debate Stephen Harper’s
plan to extend the military mission against this
decade’s version of Bush’s evil-doers the Islamic
State of Iraq and Syria, ISIS. The Conservatives
argue that extending Canada’s direct military
engagement in the region for another year is
critical to stopping jihadi extremists who have
specifically named this country, and Canadians, as targets. They
are also citing another U.S. president who is far more popular with
Canadians to back up their case for expanding air strikes into Syria.
“We will proceed on the same basis as the Obama administration,’’
tweeted Conservative MP Bernard Trottier late Wednesday, “including
notifying the UN” as required under article 51 of the UN Charter, which
sets out the right to assist another member state, meaning Iraq in this
case, in “collective self defence.’’ New Democrats believe Canada
can make a more effective contribution to the battle against ISIS by
focusing on humanitarian aid in the region. The Liberals come down
in the middle. They oppose the Canadian air strikes, but support
having Canadian military trainers continue working with Iraqi soldiers
so they are capable of defeating ISIS, at least in their country.

Joint Military Exercises With US Planned
WASHINGTON: The United States and Pakistan will conduct a
range of joint military exercises from autumn this year, the US
Central Command has announced. The Centcom, which looks
after US military interests in the greater Middle East region,
including
Pakistan,
said the two countries
planned
more
than
100 engagements and
exercises.The exercises
are scheduled to begin in
October and will include
air, land, sea and special
operations. Take a look:
Pakistan, China begin
joint military exercise Officials from the two militaries will also
attend seminars and other forums covering a range of topics
including counter-terrorism, counter-insurgency, civil-military
cooperation and intelligence. Earlier this month, Pakistani and US
military representatives gathered at the Macdill Air Force Base in
Florida for the 24th US-Pakistan Military Consultative Committee,
an annual forum for reviewing military-to-military engagements
and exercises. Rear Adm. Ahmed Saeed, director general of the
Pakistan military’s joint war-fighting and training, represented
Pakistan. Maj. Gen. Steven Busby, US Central Command’s
director of strategy, plans and policy, led the US team while other
Centcom representatives also participated in the MCC.

Quebec Budget 2015: Government Expected To
Balance Books
Quebec Finance Minister Carlos Leitão will deliver the Liberal government’s
second budget this afternoon in the National Assembly. Philippe Couillard’s
Liberal government came to power last spring with a zero deficit goal square
in its sights. After months of consultations
and belt-tightening all signs point to a plan
handed down today by Finance Minister
Carlos Leitão that will see the province’s
books in the black for the first time since
2008. Leitão will deliver his budget in the
National Assembly shortly after 4 p.m. ET
this afternoon. The government says it
needs to cut $1 billion to get the finances in
order before it can start to tackle the $200 billion debt still hanging over province.
It’s expected that will largely come via reductions in government spending, not
tax hikes, as the government moves forward with its second goal of easing the
“fiscal burden” on Quebecers, among the most highly-taxed population in the
country. The plan is one that has drawn the ire of unions, students and social
activists, who say the cost of pushing forward a zero-deficit budget right now
through slashes to spending is too steep.
It’s also a plan that lives large in the shadow of Bill 10, the controversial health
care reform legislation passed in February, that the government promised would
save Quebec $200 million per year by scaling back the sector’s bureaucracy.
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‘Piku’ Trailer Released: A Mix Of
Humour And Emotion
The trailer for Shoojit Sircar’s much anticipated
movie, Piku, was released today, which has an
impressive
cast,
including the likes of
Amitabh Bachchan,
Deepika Padukone
and Irrfan Khan,
among others.
Loosely based on
Satyajit Ray’s short
film, Pikoo’s Diary, the trailer gives us some insight
about the quirky father-daughter duo at the heart of
the story. In the 2 minute 37 second long trailer, we
see Khan has taken on the role of a potential suitor
and finds himself stuck between the complicated
relationship between a working daughter, played
by Padukone and her eccentric Bengali father,
played by Bachchan. We see hints of drama The
marketing team for the feature film got creative and
released a video invite by Padukone for the traielr
launch. Piku is slated for release on May 8, 2015.
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Singaporeans Queue For Hours To Pay
Respects To Founding Father
SINGAPORE: Singaporeans wept on the streets and queued in their thousands
on Wednesday to pay tribute to founding leader Lee Kuan Yew after his flagdraped coffin was taken on a gun carriage to parliament for public viewing.
More than 26,000 had filed past the coffin before sundown, a government
spokesman said, and thousands more were in line outside despite warnings that
it could take them up to eight hours to view the casket. After a two-day private
wake for the family, the coffin was
taken early on Wednesday from
the Istana government complex,
Mr Lee’s workplace for decades
as prime minister and cabinet
adviser, to the legislature. It will lie
in state there until the weekend.
The 91-year-old patriarch died
on Monday after half a century
in government, during which
the city-state was transformed
from a poor British colonial outpost into one of the world’s richest societies.
The government led by his son Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong, apparently
surprised by the heavy turnout on day one, announced that Parliament
House would stay open for 24 hours a day until Saturday night due to the
“overwhelming response from members of the public”. Mr Lee will be cremated
on Sunday after a state funeral expected to be attended by several Asia-Pacific
leaders even though he was just an MP when he died. Applause and shouts
of “We love you!” and “Lee Kuan Yew!” broke out as the dark brown wooden
coffin, covered by the red-and-white Singapore flag, emerged from the Istana
in a tempered glass case perched on a gun carriage pulled by an open-topped
military truck.

Jesse Eisenberg Revealed As Lex Luthor In Batman
V Superman: Dawn Of Justice
Comic fans are getting their first look at Superman’s arch nemesis in the hotly
anticipated Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice movie, with Entertainment
Weekly releasing the first official image of actor Jesse Eisenberg as Lex Luthor.
Eisenberg, who earned an Oscar nomination for his icy
portrayal of Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg in The
Social Network, appears to have shaved his head to
play the evil billionaire, suggesting a return to the super
villain’s classic comic book origins. But director Zack
Snyder is readying fans for a surprise.“He’s not any of
the Lexes that you’ve seen, that’s for sure,” Snyder told
the movie magazine, “other than him being a captain
of industry and one person to the world and another
person to himself. And bald, of course.” Lex will make
his first appearance in Batman v Superman: Dawn of
Justice which is scheduled for a May 6, 2016 release. Other cast members
include Gal Gadot as Diana Prince/Wonder Woman, Amy Adams as Lois
Lane, Jeremy Irons as Batman’s butler Alfred and Jason Momoa as Aquaman.
The follow up to 2013’s Man of Steel, is expected to be a jumping off point
for Warner Bros. which will introduce new characters that will be spun off into
separate stand-alone films. The move is widely seen as an attempt by Warner
Bros. (which owns DC comics) to compete with the popularity of the Marvel
movie machine.

Macau Hosts Glittering
Asian Film Awards
MACAU: Chinese cinema’s leading lights dominated the
winners’ podium at the star-studded Asian Film Awards on
Wednesday, with local stars scooping three of the four top
prizes in the glitzy gambling hub of Macau. “The Golden
Era”, a biopic of an acclaimed Chinese writer directed by
Hong Kong’s Ann Hui, earned her the Best Director award,

while the Best Movie gong went to “Blind Massage” from
controversial director Lou Ye, a story based on the littleknown industry in China that featured blind amateur actors.
Continuing China’s run of luck, the prize for Best Actor went
to rising local star Liao Fan, who bagged the award for his
role in cop thriller “Black Coal, Thin Ice”. Liao, who made
his fame by winning the top acting award at the Berlin
International Festival last year, said he was delighted to
have won. “I used my instincts to act. I will keep trying new
roles”, he told reporters at the backstage after receiving the
award. Hui, whose movie also had the most nominations
with five, said she was ‘very happy’ with the director’s
award. She jokingly said she wanted to “donate” half of
the trophy to the movie’s crew for their key role in making
it a success. The awards, organised by the Hong Kong
International Film Festival and now in their ninth year.

Zayn Malik Quits Boy Band
‘One Direction’
LONDON: Zayn Malik has left boy band One Direction but the
group will continue without him, they said on Wednesday, in
news set to break the hearts of millions
of teenage girls worldwide. Malik
apologised to fans for leaving the British
band, whose hits include “What Makes
You Beautiful” and “Best Song Ever”, but
said he had to do “what feels right”. “I am
leaving because I want to be a normal
22-year-old who is able to relax and have
some private time out of the spotlight,”
he said in a statement released by One
Direction on social media. “I know I have four friends for life in
Louis, Liam, Harry and Niall. I know they will continue to be the
best band in the world”, Malik added. The remaining members
of the band. Louis Tomlinson, Liam Payne, Harry Styles and
Niall Horan sent Malik “all our love for the future”. “The four of
us will now continue. We’re looking forward to recording the
new album and seeing all the fans on the next stage of the
world tour,” they said.
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Montreal Shaadi Show 3
Montreal Shaadi Show garnered huge
success, knocking off on March 16th at
the beautiful Plaza Volare Reception
Hall at the Crowne Plaza Hotel with
all its glitz and glamour. The 3rd
edition of biggest ever and Montreal’s
Premiere South Asian Wedding Show
witness over 4000 attendees with
celebrity guest appearance ‘Valérie
Assouline’ invited by Syncmag.
The show featured everything one
could have need to plan a wedding
or an event - with over 60 vendors,
hundreds of wedding dresses on the
ramp, amazing models and designers
all under one roof!
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Montreal Shaadi Show 3 - Syncmag Booth
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Montreal Shaadi Show 3 - Syncmag Booth
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Montreal Shaadi Show 3 - Vendors at Show
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Montreal Shaadi Show 3 - Vendors at Show
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Montreal Shaadi Show 3 - Ramp
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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WhiteStone Photography is
mutual venture of Varvara &
Gabriela. Varvara was born
in a small city on the Pacific
Coast of Russia & moved to
Canada in 2007. Photography
has been her passion for
almost 6 years. Varvara
got wedding and fashion
photography under her belt.
In 2013 Varvara met Gabriela
and they bonded over their
shared love of photography.
Gabriela is a Montreal born
photographer. For the last
year she’s been doing music
and wedding photography.
In March 2014 they both
decided to bring their talents
on a single platform and start
a new venture together. The
idea took a year to come
in existence in shape of
WhiteStone
Photography
when it finally opened its doors
in March 2015 for clients!
Photo Credits:

Photography Credits:
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Montreal Shaadi Show 3 - Ramp
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Pakistan’s Iconic Ready To Wear
Brand Generation Launches Its
Streamlines Collection

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015

Taking
inspiration
from
the
movement
of
ants,
Streamlinesis
all
about
various types of lines and
stripes. Conceptualized from
the concept of linearity, that
everything begins and ends in
a line, the collection features
patterns such as checks,
herringbone and ants in a
lineoncotton net and fine voile.
The brand has employed screen
printing and linear embroidery
for the new line of shirts,
dupattas and trousers, which
is based on a dynamic colour
palette on an ecru base. With
modern silhouettes, the shirts
are available as separates
inshort and long straight styles.
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Critically acclaimed premium home décor brand, Marina Home Interiors, bring their coveted design aesthetic
to Pakistan with the launch of their debut flagship store in Lahore on 4th March 2015. Indeed the brand is
best known for their sensible fusion of the Modern & the Rustic, Avant Garde & the Exotic, Cosmopolitan
& the Flamant encapsulated across their collections. Marina Home Interiors has been brought to Pakistan
by the reputable Master brand with their new company, International Interior PVT Ltd; the forces behind the
household brands Moltyfoam and Celesté in Pakistan. The launch event included a live unplugged session
with renowned musicians Jimmy Khan & Zoe Viccaji. Guests were welcomed to the event by the Marina
Home team comprising of designer Kamiar Rokni and model Cybil Chowdhry. The launch event was well
attended by fashion industry stalwarts, celebrities and media personalities including fashion designers
Rana Nouman, Maheen Ghani, Fahad Hussayn, Mehvish Khan, jewellery designer Shazia Deen, stylist
Shahzad Raza; socialites and celebrities including Aneela Shah, Sophia Khan, Mrs. Mansha, Ahmed Butt,
Nida Bano, Aamna Taseer, interior designer Yousaf Shahbaz and musician Ali Azmat.

Marina Home Interiors Launches Flagship Store In Lahore
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Marina Home Interiors Launches Flagship Store In Lahore
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Rahat Fateh Ali Khan
Early Life:

Rahat Fateh Ali Khan a legendary Pakistani singer was born into
a family of Qawwals and classical singers in Faisalabad, Punjab,
Pakistan on Born on December 9, 1973. He is the nephew of
Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan and son of Ustad Farrukh Fateh Ali
Khan and also the grandson of legendary Qawwali singer Fateh
Ali Khan. In addition to Qawwali, he also performs ghazals and
other light music. He is popular as a Bollywood and Lollywood
playback singer.

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Career:

Rahat was chosen by his uncle Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan for tutoring
in the traditions of Qawwali music and was precociusly singing with
his uncle and father by the age of three. At the age of seven he began
formal training with his uncle and he performed first time in public
at the age of nine at the death anniversary of his grandfather. From
age fifteen, he was made an integral part of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s
qawwali group which was famous throughout the world. He toured
the UK with his uncle in 1985, and performed solo songs in addition
to singing with the Qawwali group. At a concert in Birmingham on 27
July 1985, he performed the solo ghazal, Mukh Tera Sohneya Sharab
Nalon Changa Ae. At a concert at the Harrow Leisure Centre in 1985,
he performed the solo song, Gin Gin Taare Lang Gaiyaan Rattaan. He
sang lollywood playback in the 90s and debuted as a playback singer
in Bollywood with the movie Paap (2004), featuring the hit song, Mann
Ki Lagan. His recent works include Pakistani nationalistic songs such
as Dharti Dharti and Hum Pakistan, and songs from Bollywood films.
He has toured extensively and performed in Pakistan, India, United
Kingdom and all around the world. In April 2012 Rahat toured in the
UK, performing at Wembley Arena and the Manchester Arena, playing
to a combined audience of over 20,000 people.
In a subordinate role with his uncle Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, working
in collaboration with Eddie Vedder, of the American rockband, Pearl
Jam, Rahat contributed to the soundtrack of the 1995 Hollywood film,
Dead Man Walking. In 2002, he worked on the soundtrack of The Four
Feathersin collaboration with the American composer of orchestral
and film music, James Horner. In 2002, Rahat guested with The Derek
Trucks Band on the song Maki Madni for Trucks’ album, Joyful Noise.
In 2011, his vocals were featured on the soundtrack of Mel Gibson’s
Apocalypto.
Rahat also judged the show, Chhote Ustaad 2 alongside Sonu Nigam.
He was also one of the judges on the singing reality show Junoon
Kuchh Kar Dikhaane Ka, premièred on NDTV Imagine in 2008.

Nobel Peace Prize Concert: Awards:
Rahat became the first
Pakistani to be invited at 2014
Nobel Peace Prize, to perform
at its concert. He performed
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s
most memorable qawwali
“Tumhe Dillagi...” and “Mast
Qalandar...”, he also sang “Aao
Parhao Jo Seekha hai woh sab
ko seekhao” (Come Teach –
Teach all that you have learnt).

• In 2015, Best Drama OST of the Year for Sadqay
Tumhare at the 3rd Hum Awards.
• In 2014, “Best Song of the Year” for Main Hoon
Shahid Afridi at the 13th Lux Style Awards.
• In 2014, “Best Singer Male” for Zinda Bhaag at
the 1st ARY Film Awards.
• In 2013, “Award for Best Singer Male” at the 4th
Pakistan Media Awards.
• In 2012, “International Artist of the Decade” at
the UK Asian Music Awards.
• In 2012, “Best International Act” at the UK Asian
Music Awards.
• In 2012, “Best Selling Download” at the UK
Asian Music Awards for the song Teri Meri from
the film Bodyguard.

• In 2012, “Award for Best Music Talent in a Film”
at the 14th London Asian Film Festival for the song
Koi Dil Mein from the feature film Tamanna.
• In 2011, “Award for Best Male Playback Singer”
at the Filmfare Awards.
• In 2011, “Award for Best Singer Male” at the
Pakistan Media Awards.
• In 2011, “Award for Best Male Playback” at the
Screen Awards India.
• In 2010, “Award for Best Male Playback” at the
Screen Awards India.
• In 2010, “Best International Act” at the UK Asian
Music Awards (UK AMAs).
• In 2008, he won “POPULAR CHOICE
AWARDS:Best Asian Concert” at Masala Lifestyle
Awards.
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Zara Shahjahan’s Debut Spring/Summer 2015
Lawn Collection
For the label’s Spring / Summer 2015 Lawn collection, designer Zara
Shahjahan has taken inspiration from a variety of patterns appearing
in Asian art and culture,specifically with respect to the Indus Valley
heritage. The collection also features prints that draw inspiration from
florals and Oriental and Indian inspired thematic elements.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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For information contact:
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514-360-3760
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Premier Luxury Designer Label Élan presented
Élan Lawn 2015
Pakistan’s premier luxury designer label Élan launched their much anticipated Spring/Summer 2015
Lawn collection this season for their brand “Élan Lawn”, in collaboration with one of Pakistan’s
leading manufacturers of high quality textile products, the Sapphire Group. The collection was revealed
through a series of exclusive previews on 17th March 2015 in Karachi and in Lahore on 18th March
2015. . Élan Lawn S/S ’15 broadly seeks inspiration across continents, from varied cultural traditions
and print and pattern developments through time, from their signature Sub Continental and Moroccan
influences to Oriental and Ottoman Inspired patterns, to a more European ethos based on the Sicilian
design heritage. Available in 15 distinct designs, each print has been artistically conceptualized and
st
www.syncmag.ca
| 01
Mar color-ways.
- 31th Mar 2015
designed with diverse elements coming together to form complete
compositions
in two
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Elan Lawn 2015 Lahore Event
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Elan Lawn 2015 Karachi Event
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Pakistan’s premier high street and fabric brand Kayseria
inaugurated their flagship Kayseria Vision Store in Lahore
on Saturday, 7th March 2015. Located in the prime
commercial area of H Block Market, DHA in Lahore, the
flagship store is a representation of the quintessential
Kayseria ethos of embracing the heritage of Pakistan
and fusing it with a contemporary aesthetic. The store’s
design has incorporated the craftsmanship of fresco
master Ustad Saif-ur-Rehman, who with his mastery of
geometric and biomorphic patterns has helped craft the
traditional multi-foil arches in the store.

The Kayseria Vision Store launches in Lahore
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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The Kayseria Vision Store launches in Lahore
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Ittehad Textiles And HSY To Launch S/S Lawn 2015 Collection
Nationwide From 6Th March 2015
After the recent announcement of their collaboration, renowned textile brand ‘Ittehad Textiles’ and couturier HSY are all set to launch
their much anticipated Lawn collection via a series of nationwide exhibitions. The collaborative Lawn campaign will be revealed on 6th
March in Lahore [RAJA Sahib] and Faisalabad [House of Ittehad, Kohinoor Doburj Plaza], which will be followed by a preview event
on 7th March at Sanaullah in Karachi.
For the new collection, HSY’s inspiration comes from several cross-cultural influences, which have been manifested in designs that
are chic,classic and timeless. The collection is being introduced in 15 distinct designs in 2 color variants each. Based in a diversity of
fabrics including lawn, chiffon and jacquard, the collection features an energetic
colour palette with hues
of stwarm
blues,2015
fresh
www.syncmag.ca
| 01
Marindigos,
- 31th Mar
pinks, greens and ochres which are ideal for the summer season.
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Festival Of Life: A Day Full Of Fashion, Fun And Festivities
The Friends of Shaukat Khanum,in collaboration with Pakistan’s leading fashion and
entertainment fraternity,hosted the annual Festival of Life. An all-day carnival for families,
the Festival of Life was held at the Shaukat Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital in Lahore
on 8thMarch 2015.
An extension on 2013’s and 2014’s festival, the highlights included a fashion lounge as
set up by the prestigious Pakistan Fashion Design Council (PFDC) with clothes donated
from over 60 leading designers and retail brands where all fashion ensembles were
available at up to 70% off its original price! The festival also had a festive play area
for children set up by party planners extraordinaire, Confetti, along with a food court.
Raffle draws were also held throughout the festival along with a Mime performance by
the students. The festival of life was attended by fashion designers, socialites and media
personalities alike.
All proceeds raised from the festival are going towards the construction of the second
ShaukatKhanum Memorial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre in Peshawar which will
be in operation by December 2015.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Song Of Lahore Selected For 2015 Tribeca Film Festival Prize
Song of Lahore”, a documentary by Oscar winning filmmaker Sharmeen ObaidChinoy and Andy Schocken on the acclaimed Sachal Studios and their journey across
the world, has been selected for the World Documentary Feature Competition
at the 2015 Tribeca Film Festival. “Song of Lahore” is one of 12 international
documentaries and the only Pakistani entry which has been selected for the prize
and will be in contention for the following awards: Best Documentary Feature, Best
New Documentary Director and Best Documentary Editing at the acclaimed film
festival.
“Song of Lahore” is a documentary which focuses on the music community of
Lahore, which until the late 1970s, was world-renowned for its music and talent.

Jimmy Khan Releases His
Rendition Of Ajeeb Dastaan
After his critically acclaimed session performances at Coke Studio Season 7 with ‘Nadiya’
and ‘Pehla Pyar’, leading Pakistani music talent Jimmy Khan releases his rendition of Lata
Mangeshkar’s “Ajeeb Dastaan”. The original song featured in Dil Apna Aur Preet Parai, a 1960
Bollywood movie with iconic sub-continental actors, Raaj Kumar and Meena Kumari. Rahma
Ali on vocals Jimmy Khan’s rendition of “Ajeeb Dastaan” also features musician, Zain Ahsan on
ukulele, Sameer Ahmed on bass and Raavail Sattar on percussions. Catch ‘Ajeeb Dastaan’ across
all radio networks and online across Pakistan from 25th February 2015. For more information
and updates on Jimmy Khan’s musical journey,
Keep yourself logged on to: https://www.facebook.com/JimmyKhanOfficial
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Adnan Pardesy Showcases His Innovative
Bridal Couture At Qatar International
Fashion Fiesta
Acclaimed couturier Adnan Pardesy showcased his latest bridal
collection at the prestigious Qatar International Fashion Fiesta
on 19th March 2015, which was followed by an exhibition at
the same venue on 20th March, 2015.
The collection showcased at the QIFF depicted a blend of two
themes, which was inspired by the enduring legacy of traditional
Indo-Pak embellishments and also featured contemporary
designs with distinct elements depicting architecture and
abstract art. The bridal collection featured women’s wear
including short shirts, voluminous skirts, capri trousers, sheer
fabrics and menswear including sherwanis, Nehru jackets
and kurtas embellished with intricate hand embroidery. The
bridal collection amalgamates traditional Chatapatti and
riots of colors fused with modern motifs on gold organza.
The collection is based on luxe fabrics such as crepes, net silk
chiffons, jamawaar, organza, tissue and fine silk fabric.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Fast
&
Furious 7
Director: James Wan
Genre: Action, Crime, Thriller

Starring: Dwayne Johnson, Paul Walker, Vin Diesel

Its with great regret that much of the focus in the build
up to the release of the latest instalment out of the
popular Fast & Furious franchise concerns the death
of the prominent, and central figure Paul Walker. Yet
it’s that very theme of loss and mental strength in
the face of adversity that grounds this blockbuster,
making for a strikingly intimate and profound offering
from a franchise otherwise concerned with fast cars,
explosions and women wearing barely any clothes.
Following on from the events of the preceding
endeavour, the feared assassin Deckard Shaw (Jason
Statham) is now seeking vengeance on the collective
that murdered his brother. He shows he means business
by hospitalising the seemingly indestructible Hobbs
(Dwayne Johnson) – but the others are willing to stand
up and fight back, as Dominic Toretto (Vin Diesel), Brian
O’Conner (Walker), Letty (Michelle Rodriguez) and
co. set out to get to the nefarious antagonist before he
can reach them.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Mar - 31th Mar 2015
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Despite the tenderness to this narrative, the
more moving elements don’t detract from
the sheer irreverence and playful nature that
has illuminated and defined the Fast & Furious
franchise from the offset. Though over two
hours long (which is far too long for a film of
this ilk), you barely notice the running time, such
is the fast pace, and unrelenting approach to
action. The set pieces are impressive too, with
memorable sequences in Dubai that will ensure
even the most hardened of critics are jumping
out of their seat in applause. This picture can be
accused of being somewhat contrived in parts
however, and though Walker’s passing in real
life has evidently altered the tone of the feature
in a touching way, it’s a little mawkish in parts,
and perhaps a more palpable line between reality
and fiction is needed. Though at least director
James Wan can’t be accused of complacency,
as this picture is over-the-top in all areas, and
if anything, completely thrives in such a notion.
On a more negative note, there isn’t enough
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Johnson nor Statham easily the two most
intriguing characters in this instalment; while the
amount of close-up shots of half-naked women
dancing seems entirely superfluous. But the
picture can’t be accused of being too sexist,
and despite one scene whereby both Roman
(Tyrese Gibson) and Tej (Ludacris) literally rock/
paper/scissors for a woman, Rodriguez is close
behind, scalding them for their objectifying and
it’s this knowing sense that lets the feature off
the hook; not to mention the inclination to have
strong female leads who can really pack a punch.
Talking of which, there are few franchises that
pack a punch quite like the Fast & Furious
collection. Though sometimes inconsistent, it’s
certainly hit a high point now, and it’s of real
commendation that we’re into the seventh
offering which is a rarity in cinema. The most
striking thing of all is that this can easily go to
an eighth feature and beyond and even more
surprisingly, is that it completely deserves to.
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Tweets Of The Month

Mahesh Bhatt
@Mahesh Bhatt - March 3

Priyanka
@priyankachopra - Mar 1

Shahid Kapoor
@shahidkapoor - March 3

“Don’t be satisfied with
stories, how things have
gone with others. Unfold
your own myth.” Rumi

That’s what love is.. Love
is having no control. U r
powerless.

What u get by achieving
your goals is not as
important as what u
become by achieving your
goals.

Deepak Chopra
@DeepakChopra Mar - 3

Shekhar Kapur
@shekharkapur - Mar 2

Karan Johar
@karanjohar - March 15

In the deeper reality , we
are members of one body/
one mind. When we lose
our memory of wholeness,
like cancer cells, we risk
extinction.

Lessons of Life: Your
dreams were fluid, your
ambitions became solid.
Like tall solid walls of ur
Ego that block your own
dreams. Stay fluid.

Being intouch with yourself
is the only communication
that matters.
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Australia Rout New Zealand To Lift 5Th World Cup Trophy
MELBOURNE: Skipper Michael
Clarke scored 74 runs in his
last one-day international
as Australia decimated New
Zealand to win their fifth
cricket World Cup by seven
wickets in a one-sided final
in Melbourne on Sunday.
New Zealand, who defeated
Australia by one wicket in
the pool phase, were all but
out of the match after being
dismissed for just 183 following
captain Brendon McCullum´s
decision to bat first, having
won the toss. The writing was
on the wall for New Zealand,
appearing in their first World
Cup final, when McCullum was
bowled for a duck in the first

over by impressive left-arm fast
bowler Mitchell Starc.Australia
captain Clarke, playing his last
one-day international before
he retires from white-ball, but
not Test cricket, saw his side to
the brink of victory before he
was bowled for 74 in his 245th
ODI, with the skipper walking
off to a standing ovation from
a record Melbourne Cricket
Ground crowd of 93,013.
Steven Smith, who put on 112
for the third wicket with Clarke,
made 56 not out his fifth
successive score of 50 or more
this tournament and hit the
winning boundary as Australia
finished on 186 for three with a
huge 101 balls remaining.
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Clarke Dedicates World Cup
To Tragic Hughes
MELBOURNE: Australia captain Michael Clarke
dedicated Sunday´s World Cup final triumph
to Phillip Hughes, the
team-mate who died after
being hit on the head by a
bouncer last year.
Clarke, who made 74 in
the seven-wicket victory
over New Zealand in
what was his last one-day
international, described Hughes as the squad´s
16th man at the six-week tournament.
“I´m sure everybody standing on this stage
will say we played this World Cup with 16
players,” said Clarke. “This victory is dedicated
to our little brother Phillip Hughes. Hughesy
used to party as good as any of them so I
guarantee we´ll celebrate hard tonight.” Clarke
will continue to play Test cricket and vowed
to keep wearing a black armband in honour of
his close friend.“The band has got PH on it.
I will wear it every game I play for Australia.
It´s been a really tough few months.”
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